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Abstract
Work-stealing is a popular technique to implement dynamic load balancing in a distributed manner.
In this approach, each process owns a set of tasks that have to be executed. The owner of the set
can put tasks in it and can take tasks from it to execute them. When a process runs out of tasks,
instead of being idle, it becomes a thief to steal tasks from a victim. Thus, a work-stealing algorithm
provides three high-level operations: Put and Take, which can be invoked only by the owner, and
Steal, which can be invoked by a thief.
One of the main targets when designing work-stealing algorithms is to make Put and Take as
simple and efficient as possible. Unfortunately, it has been shown that any work-stealing algorithm
in the standard asynchronous model must use expensive Read-After-Write synchronization patterns
or atomic Read-Modify-Write instructions (e.g. Compare&Swap or Test&Set), which may be costly in
practice. Thus, prior research has proposed idempotent work-stealing, a relaxation for which there
are algorithms with Put and Take devoid of Read-Modify-Write atomic instructions and Read-After-
Write synchronization patterns; however, Put uses fences among Write instructions, and Steal uses
Compare&Swap and fences among Read instructions. In the TSO model, in which Write (resp. Read)
instructions cannot be reordered, there have been proposed fully fence-free work-stealing algorithms
whose Put and Take have similar properties but Steal uses Compare&Swap or a lock.
This paper considers work-stealing with multiplicity, a relaxation in which every task is taken
by at least one operation, with the requirement that any process can extract a task at most once.
Three versions of the relaxation are considered and fully Read/Write algorithms are presented in the
standard asynchronous model, all of them devoid of Read-After-Write synchronization patterns; the
last algorithm is also fully fence-free.
1 Introduction
1.1 Context
Work-stealing is a popular technique to implement dynamic load balancing in a distributed
manner; it has been used in several contexts, from programming languages and parallel-
programming frameworks to SAT solver and state space search exploration in model checking
(e.g. [3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 17, 21]).
In work-stealing, each process owns a set of tasks that have to be executed. The owner of
the set can put tasks in it and can take tasks from it to execute them. When a process runs
out of tasks (i.e. the set is empty), instead of being idle, it becomes a thief to steal tasks
from a victim. Thus, a work-stealing algorithm provides three high-level operations: Put and
Take, which can be invoked only by the owner, and Steal, which can be invoked by a thief.
One of the main targets when designing work-stealing algorithms is to make Put and Take
as simple and efficient as possible. Unfortunately, it has been shown that any work-stealing
algorithm in the standard asynchronous model must use Read-After-Write synchronization
patterns or atomic Read-Modify-Write instructions (e.g. Compare&Swap) [2]. Read-After-
Write synchronization patterns are based on the flag principle [15] (i.e. writing on a shared
variable and then reading another variable), and hence they require the use of memory
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fences (also called barriers) so that the read and write instructions are not reordered by
a compiler; it is well-known that fences that avoid read and writes to be reordered are
highly costly in real multicore architectures. While atomic Read-Modify-Write instructions,
that have high coordination power (which can be formally measured through consensus
numbers [14]), are in principle slower than the simple Read/Write instructions.1 Indeed, the
known work-stealing algorithms in the literature are based on the flag principle in their
Take/Steal operations [8, 10, 11, 12]. Thus, a way to circumvent the result in [2] is to consider
work-stealing with relaxed semantics, or to make extra assumptions on the model. As far as
we know, [18] and [19] are the only works that have followed these directions.
Idempotent work-stealing [18] relaxes the semantics allowing a task to be taken at least
once, instead of exactly once. This relaxation is useful in contexts where it is ensured that
no task is repeated (e.g. by checking first whether a task is completed) or the nature of
the problem solved tolerates repeatable work (e.g. parallel SAT solvers). Three idempotent
work-stealing algorithms are presented in [18], that insert/extract tasks in different orders.
The relaxation allows each of the algorithms to circumvent the impossibility result in [2],
only in its Put and Take operations as they use only Read/Write instructions and are devoid
of Read-After-Write synchronization patterns; however, Steal uses Compare&Swap. Moreover,
the algorithms are not fully fence-free: Put uses fences among Write instructions and Steal
uses fences among Read instructions. As for progress, Put and Take are wait-free (i.e. each
invocation always terminates) while Steal is only nonblocking (i.e. an invocation may be
blocked by the progress of other invocations).
It is presented in [19] two fully fence-free work-stealing algorithms in the TSO model [22],
whose Put and Take use only Read/Write instructions but Steal either uses Compare&Swap or a
lock; Put and Take are wait-free, and Steal is either nonblocking (in the Compare&Swap-based
algorithm) or blocking (in the lock-based algorithm). The algorithms are clever adaptations
of the well-known THE Cilk and Chase-Lev work-stealing algorithms [8, 10] to the TSO
model. Generally speaking, in this model Write (resp. Read) instructions cannot be reordered,
hence fences among Write (resp. Read) instructions are not needed; additionally, each process
has a local buffer where its Write instructions are stored until they are eventually propagated
to the main memory (in FIFO order). To avoid Read-After-Write patterns, it is considered
in [19] that buffers are of bounded size.
Therefore, it is unknown if there are meaningful relaxations of work-stealing that allows
us to design fully fence-free implementations, i.e., using only Read/Write instructions (which
lay at the lowest level of the consensus number hierarchy [14]) without fences, and with no
extra assumptions to the model of computation. This paper studies that question.
1.2 Contributions
We consider work-stealing with multiplicity [6], a relaxation in which every task is taken
by at least one operation, and, differently from idempotent work-stealing, it requires that
if a task is taken by several Take/Steal operations, then they must be pairwise concurrent;
therefore, no more than the number of processes in the system can take the same task. We
present two fully Read/Write algorithms for work-stealing with multiplicity, both devoid of
Read-After-Write synchronization patterns. As for progress, both Put and Take are wait-free,
while Steal is nonblocking in the first algorithm and wait-free in the second one. The second
1 However, in practice contention might be the dominant factor, namely, an uncontended Read-Modify-Write
instruction can be faster than contended Read/Write instructions.
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algorithm, based on a single instance of a MaxRegister object, stands for its simplicity.
The abortable version of work-stealing with multiplicity is defined, in which a Steal
operation is allowed to return abort although there are tasks to be stolen. A modification of
the first algorithm with a wait-free Steal operation solves this version of work-stealing.
It is also considered a second variation of work-stealing with multiplicity in which
Take/Steal operations extracting the same task may not be concurrent, however, each
process extracts a task at most once; we call this variant, work-stealing with non-concurrent
multiplicity. For this relaxation, we present a variant of the second algorithm which uses
only Read/Write instructions and is fully fence-free and wait-free; furthermore each operation
executes a constant number of instructions to complete. To our knowledge, this is the first
algorithm for work-stealing having all these properties.
Additionally, we show that each of our algorithms can be easily modified so that every
task is extracted by a bounded number of operations; more specifically, by at most one Take
operation and at most one Steal operation. In the modified algorithms, Put and Take remain
the same, and a single Swap instruction is added to Steal, which remains fence-free.
Formal specifications and correctness proofs are provided, using the linearizability [16] and
set-linearizable correctness formalisms [5, 20]. Intuitively, set-linearizability is a generalization
of linearizability in which several concurrent operations are allowed to be linearized at the
same linearization point.
Work-stealing with multiplicity and idempotent work-stealing are closely related, but
they are not the same. We observe that the idempotent work-stealing algorithms in [18]
allow a task to be extracted by an unbounded number of Steal operations; moreover, a thief
can extract the same task an unbounded number of times. This observation implies that the
algorithms in [18] do not solve work-stealing with multiplicity. Therefore, the relaxations
and algorithms proposed here provide stronger guarantees than idempotent work-stealing
algorithms, without the need of heavy synchronization mechanisms.
1.3 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, [18] and [19] are the only works that have been able to
avoid costly synchronization mechanisms in work-stealing algorithms. The three idempotent
algorithms in [18] insert/extract tasks in FIFO and LIFO orders, and as in a double-ended
queue (the owner working on one side and the thieves on the other). The experimental
evaluation shows that the idempotent algorithms outperform THE Cilk and Chase-Lev
work-stealing algorithms; overall the LIFO idempotent algorithm showed better performance
in the experiments. The work-stealing algorithms in [19] are fence-free adaptations of THE
Cilk and Chase-Lev [8, 10] to the TSO model. The model itself guarantees that fences
among Write (resp. Read) instructions are not needed, and the authors of [19] assume that
write-buffers in TSO are bounded so that a fence-free coordination mechanism can be added
to the Take and Steal operations of THE Cilk and Chase-Lev. The experimental evaluation
in [19] shows that their algorithms outperform THE Cilk and Chase-Lev and sometimes
achieve performance comparable to the idempotent work-stealing algorithms.
The notion of multiplicity was recently introduced in [6] for queues and stacks. In a
queue/stack with multiplicity, an item can be popped/dequeued by several operations but
only if they are concurrent. Read/Write set-linearizable algorithms for queues and stacks with
multiplicity and without Read-After-Write synchronization patterns are provided in [6], and it
is noted that these algorithms are also solutions for work-stealing with multiplicity; the step
complexity of Enqueue/Push, which implements Put, is Θ(n) while the step complexity of
Dequeue/Pop, which implements Take and Steal, is unbounded. Our first and third algorithms
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follow a similar algorithmic principle as the algorithms in [6], while the second and fourth
algorithms follow different principles.
1.4 Organization
Section 2 describes the model of computation and the linearizability and set-linearizability
formalisms. Section 3 formally defines work-stealing with multiplicity and presents a first
solution to it, and Section 4 presents a second solution based of a single MaxRegister object.
The abortable version work-stealing with multiplicity and its algorithm are presented in
Section 5, while work-stealing with non-concurrent multiplicity and its algorithm are presented
in Section 6. Simple variants of the algorithms that bound the number of operations that
can extract the same task are discussed in Section 7. The differences between work-stealing
with multiplicity and idempotent work-stealing are presented in Section 8. The Section 9
closes the paper with a final discussion.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Model of Computation
We consider the standard concurrent system model with n ≥ 2 asynchronous processes,
p1, . . . , pn, which may crash at any time during an execution. Processes communicate with
each other by invoking atomic instructions of base objects: either simple Read/Write instruc-
tions, or more powerful Read-Modify-Write instructions, such as Swap or Compare&Swap.
A concurrent object, or data type, is, roughly speaking, defined by a state machine
consisting of a set of states, a finite set of operations, and a set of transitions between states.
The specification does not necessarily have to be sequential, namely, state transitions might
involve several invocations. The following subsection formalize sequential and set-sequential
objects.
An algorithm for a concurrent object T is a distributed algorithm A consisting of local
state machines A1, . . . , An. Local machine Ai specifies which instructions of base objects pi
executes in order to return a response, when it invokes a (high-level) operation of T ; each of
these instructions is a step.
An execution of A is a possibly infinite sequence of steps, namely, instructions of base
objects, plus invocations and responses of (high-level) operations of the concurrent object T ,
with the following properties:
1. Each process first invokes an operation, and only when it has a corresponding response,
it can invoke another operation, i.e., executions are well-formed.
2. For any invocation to an operation op, denoted inv(op), of a process pi, the steps of pi
between that invocation and its corresponding response (if there is one), denoted res(op),
are steps that are specified by A when pi invokes op.
An operation in an execution is complete if both its invocation and response appear in
the execution. An operation is pending if only its invocation appears in the execution. A
process is correct in an execution if it takes infinitely many steps.
An algorithm, or an operation of it, is nonblocking if whenever processes take steps, at
least one of the invocations terminates [16]. Formally, in every infinite execution, infinitely
many invocations are completed. An algorithm, or an operation of it, is wait-free if every
process completes each operation in a finite number of its steps [14]. Formally, if a process
executes infinitely many steps in an execution, all its invocations are completed. Bounded
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wait-freedom [13] additionally requires that there is a bound on the number of steps needed
to terminate. Thus, a wait-free implementation is nonblocking but not necessarily vice versa.
The step complexity of an operation of an algorithm is the maximum number steps a
process needs to execute in order to return.
In a Read-After-Write synchronization pattern, a process first writes in a shared variable
and then reads another shared variable, maybe executing other instructions in between.
Note that Read-After-Write patterns can be avoided if in each (high-level) operation of an
algorithm, a process performs a sequence of writes, or a sequence of reads followed by a
sequence of writes.
We say that an algorithm, or one of its operations, is fence-free if it does not require
any specific ordering among its steps, beyond what is implied by data dependence. Thus, a
fence-free algorithms does not use Read-After-Write synchronization patterns.
For sake of simplicity in the analysis, some of our algorithms assume arrays of infinite
length, however,they can be adapted to work with arrays of finite length using standard
techniques.2
2.2 Correctness Conditions
Linearizability [16] is the standard notion used to identify a correct implementation. Intuit-
ively, an execution is linearizable if its (high-level) operations can be ordered sequentially,
without reordering non-overlapping operations, so that their responses satisfy the specification
of the implemented object.
A sequential specification of a concurrent object T is a state machine specified through
a transition function δ. Given a state q and an invocation inv(op), δ(q, inv(op)) returns
the tuple (q′, res(op)) (or a set of tuples if the machine is non-deterministic) indicating
that the machine moves to state q′ and the response to op is res(op). The sequences
of invocation-response tuples, 〈inv(op) : res(op)〉, produced by the state machine are its
sequential executions.
To formalize linearizability we define a partial order <E on the completed operations of
an execution E: op <E op′ if and only if res(op) precedes inv(op′) in E. Two operations are
concurrent, denoted op||Eop′, if they are incomparable by <E . The execution is sequential if
<E is a total order.
I Definition 1 (Linearizability). Let A be an algorithm for a concurrent object T . An execution
E of A is linearizable if there is a sequential execution S of T such that,
1. S contains every completed operation of E and might contain some pending operations.
Inputs and outputs of invocations and responses in S agree with inputs and outputs in E,
2. for every two completed operations op and op′ in E, if op <E op′, then op appears before
op′ in S.
We say that A is linearizable if each of its executions is linearizable.
Roughly speaking, while linearizability requires a total order on the operations, set-
linearizability [5, 20] allows several operations to be linearized at the same linearization
point. Figure 1 schematizes the differences between the two consistency conditions where
each double-end arrow represents an operation execution. It is known that set-linearizability
2 A simple solution is that, once a finite array is full, a new larger array is created and the content of the
old array is copied to the new array; in work-stealing, typically the owner is in charge of this. Also,
finite circular arrays can be used to reuse memory.
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has strictly more expressiveness power than linearizability. Moreover, as linearizability,
set-linearizability is composable (also called local) [5].
Linearizability
Set-Linearizability
Figure 1 Graphical description of linearizability and set-linearizability.
A set-sequential specification of a concurrent object differs from a sequential execu-
tion in that δ receives as input the current state q of the machine and a set Inv =
{inv(op1), . . . , inv(opt)} of operation invocations that happen concurrently. Thus δ(q, Inv)
returns (q′, Res) where q′ is the next state and Res = {res(op1), . . . , res(opt)} are the
responses to the invocations in Inv. The sets Inv and Res are called concurrency classes.
Therefore, in a sequential specification all concurrency classes have a single element.
I Definition 2 (Set-linearizability). Let A be an algorithm for a concurrent object T . An
execution E of A is set-linearizable if there is a set-sequential execution S of T such that
1. S contains every completed operation of E and might contain some pending operations.
Inputs and outputs of invocations and responses in S agree with inputs and outputs in E.
2. For every two completed operations op and op′ in E, if op <E op′, then op appears before
op′ in S.
We say that A is set-linearizable if each of its executions is set-linearizable.
3 Work-Stealing with Multiplicity
Work-stealing with multiplicity is a relaxation of the usual work-stealing in which, roughly
speaking, every task is extracted at least once, and if it is extracted by several operations,
they must be concurrent. In the formal set-sequential specification below (and in its variants
in subsequent sections), tasks are inserted/extracted in FIFO order but it can be easily
adapted to encompass other orders.
I Definition 3 ((FIFO) Work-Stealing with Multiplicity). The universe of tasks that the owner
can put is N = {1, 2, . . .}, and the set of states Q is the infinite set of finite strings N∗. The
initial state is the empty string, denoted . In state q, the first element in q represents the
head and the last one the tail. The transitions are the following:
1. ∀q ∈ Q, δ(q,Put(x)) = (q · x, 〈Put(x) : true〉).
2. ∀q ∈ Q, 0 ≤ t ≤ n− 1, x ∈ N, δ(x · q, {Take(),Steal1(), . . . ,Stealt()}) =
(q, {〈Take() : x〉, 〈Steal1() : x〉, . . . , 〈Stealt() : x〉}).
3. ∀q ∈ Q, 1 ≤ t ≤ n− 1, x ∈ N, δ(x · q, {Steal1(), . . . ,Stealt()}) =
(q, {〈Steal1() : x〉, . . . , 〈Stealt() : x〉}).
4. δ(,Take()) = (, 〈Take() : empty〉).
5. δ(,Steal()) = (, 〈Steal() : empty〉).
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Figure 2 depicts an example of a set-sequential executions of the work-stealing with
multiplicity. Note that items 2 and 3 in Definition 3 directly imply that in any set-sequential
algorithm for work-stealing with multiplicity, the number of Take/Steal operations that take
the same task is at most the number of processes in the system, as the operations must be
concurrent to be set-linearized together.
Put(x) : true Put(y) : true Take() : x
Steal() : x
Take() : y
Steal() : empty
Owner
Thief1
Thief2
Figure 2 A set-sequential execution of work-stealing with multiplicity.
Figure 3 presents NB-WS-MULT, a set-linearizable algorithm for work-stealing with
multiplicity, whose Put and Take operations are wait-free, while Steal is only nonblocking. NB-
WS-MULT uses only Read/Write instructions, hence devoid of Read-Modify-Write instructions.
Furthermore, NB-WS-MULT does not use Read-After-Write synchronization patterns.
In NB-WS-MULT, the tasks are stored in an infinite shared array Tasks, and initially
Head > Tail, which denotes that there are no tasks available. The owner is the only one
that can modify the value of Tail, hence its local variable tail always contains the current
tail of the queue. In contrast, all processes can modify Head and thus, due to delays, it may
contain an out-of-date value of the head.
When the owner wants to store a new task x, it simply increments its local persistent
variable tail (Line 01) and then writes x in Tasks[tail] and updates the value of Tail
(Line 02). The notation in Line 02 means that the operations can be executed in any order.
When the owner wants to take a task, it first reads the value of Head (Line 04); since
Head may be out-of-date, the owner takes the maximum among the value in its own head
and the value read from Head. Afterwards, it scans Tasks from head to tail (while loop
from Lines 06 to 14) until it reads an entry of Tasks with a task in it, i.e. a value distinct
from ⊥ and >; if it finds such a value (condition in Line 08 is true), it writes > in the entry
to announce that the task is taken (Line 09). Finally, the owner updates the value of Head
(Line 15) and returns either the task it found or empty (Lines 16 and 17).
In Steal, a thief first reads the values of Head and Tail (Line 18), and then it scans
Tasks from head to tail (Lines 20 to 29) until it reads an entry of Tasks with a task in it, in
which case marks that the task is taken (Line 23), then updates Head (Line 25) and finally
returns the task (Line 26). Otherwise, the thief reads Tail again (Line 30), and decides if it
can return empty (Lines 31 and 34): if the value of Tail is the same and the last value it
read from Tasks is >, then there are no new tasks and it returns empty; otherwise there
may be tasks available and the thief starts over (Lines 35 to 37); if the last value read by the
thief was ⊥, there is still a task that is pending to be stored in the last entry of Tasks the
thief read from, and then head is modified accordingly (Line 36).
Since neither the owner nor the thieves take the tasks in Tasks[r] atomically (a process
first reads and then writes), it is possible that more than one operation return the same task.
It can be seen from the pseudocode of NB-WS-MULT that all operations returning the same
task must be pairwise concurrent. Therefore, a task can be extracted by at most the number
or processes in the system.
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Shared Variables:
Head : atomic Read/Write object initialized to 1
Tail : atomic Read/Write object initialized to 0
Tasks[1, 2, . . .] : array of atomic Read/Write objects initialized to ⊥
Persistent Local Variables of a Process:
head← 1
tail← 0
Operation Put(x):
(01) tail← tail + 1
(02) {Tasks[tail].Write(x), Tail.Write(tail)}
(03) return true
end Put
Operation Take():
(04) head← max{head,Head.Read()}
(05) x← >
(06) while head ≤ tail do
(07) x← Tasks[head].Read()
(08) if x 6= > then %% x is necessarily distinct to ⊥
(09) Tasks[head].Write(>)
(10) head← head+ 1
(11) goto Line 16
(12) end if
(13) head← head+ 1
(14) end while
(15) Head.Write(head)
(16) if x 6= > then return x
(17) else return empty end if
end Take
Operation Steal():
(18) {head← max{head,Head.Read()}, tail← Tail.Read()}
(19) x← >
(20) while head ≤ tail do
(21) x← Tasks[head].Read()
(22) if x 6= ⊥ and x 6= > then
(23) Tasks[head].Write(>)
(24) head← head+ 1
(25) Head.Write(head)
(26) return x
(27) end if
(28) head← head+ 1
(29) end while
(30) tail′ ← Tail.Read()
(31) if tail = tail′ and x = > then
(32) Head.Write(head)
(33) return empty
(34) else
(35) tail← tail′
(36) if x = ⊥ then head← head− 1 end if
(37) goto Line 19
(38) end if
end Steal
Figure 3 NB-WS-MULT: a set-linearizable algorithm for work-stealing with multiplicity.
Observe that Take does not use Read-After-Write synchronization patterns as it simply
reads a sequence of entries in Tasks and ends with one or two write steps; moreover, it does
not require any specific ordering among its steps, beyond what is implied by data dependence,
hence it is fence-free. Also, Steal does not use Read-After-Write synchronization patterns as
it performs a sequence of reads and then possibly a final write step (if the writes steps in
Lines 23 and 25 are executed, the read in Line 30 is not executed anymore). Among the
steps Steal, the only order that need to be guaranteed is that the read in Line 30 goes after
all reads corresponding to Line 21.
I Theorem 4. NB-WS-MULT is a set-linearizable Read/Write algorithm for work-stealing with
multiplicity, whose Put and Take operations are wait-free and Steal operation is nonblocking.
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Moreover, Put and Take are fence-free and Steal does not use Read-After-Write synchronization
patterns.
Proof. It is easy to see that Put and Take operations of NB-WS-MULT are wait-free. Also,
observe that if a Steal operation executes infinitely many steps and it never terminates, then
there are infinitely many Put operations are completed, and thus Steal is nonblocking.
To prove that NB-WS-MULT is set-linearizible, consider any finite execution E of it. Since
the algorithm is nonblocking, there is a finte extension of E in which all its operations are
completed and no new operations starts. Thus, we can assume that there are no pending
operations in E.
It is not hard to see from the pseudocode of NB-WS-MULT that Head and the local
variables head of the processes are not important for the correctness of the algorithm, they
are used only for efficiency as a Take/Steal operation does not need to scan Task from its
first entry. Thus, for the rest of the proof, we do not consider these variables.
Now observe that there cannot be that two non-concurrent Take/Steal operation returning
the same task: if the two operation are not concurrent, then the first one marks in Tasks
the task as taken and the second one could not take it. Thus, we have:
I Remark 5. If a task that is stored in an entry of Tasks is returned by more than one
Take/Steal operation, then these operations are pairwise concurrent. Thus, two distinct Take
operations of the owner cannot return the same task.
A main observation is that at any time during the execution, the state of the object
is represented by the tasks in the range Tasks[1, . . . , Tail], i.e. the sequence of values (in
index-ascending order) distinct from ⊥ and > in that range. With that in mind, we obtain a
set-linearization SetLin(E) of E as follows:
Every Put operations is set-linearized alone (i.e. in a concurrency class containing only
the operation) placed at its last step in E, among its only two steps (Line 02).
For every task that is stored in Tasks[head] and is returned by at least one Take/Steal
operation, all these operations are set-linearized in the same concurrency class placed at
the first step e in E that corresponds to Tasks[head].Write(>) among the steps of the
operations (either Line 09 or 23).
Note that that e occurs between the invocation and response of every operation in the
concurrency class: since the operations return the task in Tasks[head], all of them execute
Tasks[head].Read() (either Line 07 or 21) before e, and, by definition, e appears in E
before any other operation executes its step corresponding to Tasks[head].Write(>).
Every Take operation that returns empty is set-linearized alone, placed at its step in E
corresponding to Head.Write(head) (Line 15).
Every Steal operation that returns empty is set-linearized alone, placed at its step in E
corresponding its last read to Tail (Line 30).
Every concurrency class of SetLin(E) is placed at a step of E that lies between the
invocation and response of each operation in the concurrency class, which immediately
implies that SetLin(E) respects the partial order <E of E. Thus, to conclude that SetLin(E)
is a set-linearization of E, we need to show that it is indeed a set-sequential execution of the
work-stealing with multiplicity.
First, note that a task can be extracted by a Take/Steal operation only if the Put operation
that stores the task completes its two steps before the Take/Steal operation reads the entry of
Tasks where the task is stored. Thus, in SetLin(E) every task is inserted before it is extracted.
Now, since Put stores tasks in Tasks in index-ascending order, and Take and Steal extract
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tasks from Tasks in the same order, it follows that tasks in SetLin(E) are inserted/extracted
in FIFO order. More specifically, for any concurrency class C of SetLin(E) with Take/Steal
operations that return the same tasks x, right before the step e of E where C is set-linearized,
we have that x is task with smallest index (left-most) in the range Tasks[1, . . . , Tail], and
thus indeed the operations in C get the oldest task in the object.
It only remains to be argued that any Take/Steal operation that returns empty, does so cor-
rectly, i.e., each of this operations are set-linearized at a step of E at which Tasks[1, . . . , Tail]
is empty, i.e. all its entries contain either ⊥ or >, thus the object is indeed empty.
Let op be any Take operation in E that returns empty. Since op scans Tasks up to entry
Tasks[Tail] in Lines 06 to 14 and it does not find a task, right after op updates Head in
Line 15, where op is set-linearized, there are no tasks available in Tasks[1, . . . , Tail] (because
either Tail = 0 or all entries in the range have >).
Let op be any Steal operation in E that returns empty. Since op returns empty, it
reads the same value from Tail in its last two Read operations on Tail; let h be that value.
Consider the state of variable x at the end of the while loop; since op returns empty, we
have that x = >. Since op scans Tasks up to Tasks[h] in Lines 20 to 29, we have that all
entries in Tasks[1, . . . , h] have > right after op reads Tail for the last time (possibly because
head > tail and hence the range is empty).3
We conclude that SetLin(E) is a valid set-sequential execution of work-stealing with
multiplicity, and as it respects the partial order <E of E, we have that it is a set-linearization
of E, and therefore NB-WS-MULT is set-linearizable. J
4 Work-Stealing with Multiplicity from MaxRegister
Since Take operation of NB-WS-MULT (in Section 3) is wait-free, we know that after a finite
number of its own steps, the owner returns a value, regardless of the delays or failures of
the thieves. However, it is not bounded wait-free: in the worst case, the while loop needs
O(tail − head + 1) iterations to terminate (this happens if the thieves steal all tasks in
Tasks[head, . . . , tail] and, due to delays, Head is not updated accordingly), and the value
tail − head + 1 is unbounded. In contrast, Put is bounded wait-free as the owner always
executes two steps. Take being unbounded wait-free may be acceptable if we suppose (as
it is usually the case in work-stealing algorithms) that most of the time each owner is
inserting/extracting tasks in/from its own set of tasks, hence executing only a constant
number of steps in each invocation to Take; and from time to time it runs out of tasks and
picks a victim (e.g. randomly) to steal a task, which may cause the victim to perform more
steps in its Take operation.
Another drawback of NB-WS-MULT is that every task stored in Task requires the
execution of at least one write instruction to be marked as taken. This extra work may affect
performance in practical settings, where we seek for work-stealing algorithms to be as fast as
possible.
Figure 4 presents WF-WS-MULT, a simple algorithm for work-stealing with multiplicity
that deals with the issues just mentioned. The algorithms is based on a single wait-free
linearizable MaxRegister object, which provides two operations: MaxRead that returns the
maximum value written so far in the object, and MaxWrite that writes a new value only
3 Observe that when op reads Tail from last time, Tasks[h + 1] may contain a task. This happens
because of a concurrent Put operation that first stores the task and then increments Tail; thus, the Put
operation appears after op in SetLin(E).
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if it is greater than the largest value that has been written so far. We use the wait-free
linearizable Read/Write MaxRegister algorithm in [1], whose step complexity is O(logm),
where m ≥ 1 is the maximum value that can be stored in the object. Thus, we suppose that
at most m tasks can be inserted in WF-WS-MULT.
Shared Variables:
Head : m-valued wait-free linearizable MaxRegister object in [1] initialized to 1
Tasks[1, 2, . . . ,m+ 1] : m-array of atomic Read/Write objects initialized to ⊥
Persistent Local Variables of the Owner:
tail← 0
Operation Put(x):
(01) tail← tail + 1
(02) Tasks[tail].Write(x)
(03) return true
end Put
Operation Take():
(04) head← Head.MaxRead()
(05) if head ≤ tail then
(06) {x← Tasks[head].Read(), Head.MaxWrite(head+ 1)}
(07) head← head+ 1
(08) return x
(09) else
(10) return empty
(11) end if
end Take
Operation Steal():
(12) head← Head.MaxRead()
(13) x← Tasks[head].Read()
(14) if x 6= ⊥ then
(15) head← head+ 1
(16) Head.MaxWrite(head)
(17) return x
(18) else
(19) return empty
(20) end if
end Steal
Figure 4 WF-WS-MULT: a MaxRegister-based set-linearizable algorithm for work-stealing with
multiplicity.
In WF-WS-MULT, the tail of the queue is stored in the local persistent variable tail of
the owner, while the head is stored in the shared MaxRegister Head.
When the owner wants to put a new task, it first locally increments tail and then stores
the task in the corresponding entry of Tasks (Lines 01 and 02). When it wants to take a
task, it first reads the current head of the queue from Head (Line 04) and then, if there
are tasks available (i.e. the head is less or equal that the tail), it reads the task at the
head, updates Head and finally returns the task (Lines 06 to 08) (recall that the notation
in Line 06 denotes that the operations can be executed in any order); if there are no tasks
available, the owner returns empty (Lines 10).
When a thief wants to steal a task, it first reads the current value of Head (Line 12) and
then read that entry of Tasks (Line 13). If it reads a task (i.e. a non-⊥ value), it updates
Head and then returns the task (Lines 15 to 17). Otherwise, all tasks have been extracted
and it returns empty (Line 19).
Note that the semantics of MaxWrite guarantees that Head contains the current value
of the head of the queue at all times, as a “slow” process cannot “move back” the head
by writing a smaller value in Head (in Lines 06 or 16). Thus, the MaxRegister Head acts
as a sort of barrier in the algorithm. The net effect of this is that the only way that two
Take/Steal operations return the say task is because they are concurrent.
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I Theorem 6. WF-WS-MULT is a set-linearizable Read/Write algorithm for work-stealing
with multiplicity, whose operations are bounded wait-free with Put having O(1) step complexity
and Take/Steal having O(logm) step complexity, where m denotes the maximum number
or tasks that can be inserted. Moreover, Put is fence-free and Take and Steal do not use
Read-After-Write synchronization patterns.
Proof. Clearly, Put is bounded wait-free with O(1) step complexity. Since the Read/Write
MaxRegister algorithm in [1] is wait-free, Take/Steal are wait-free; moreover, the operations are
bounded wait-free as the step complexity of MaxRead/MaxWrite is O(logm), and consequently
the step complexity of each operation is O(logm).
We now argue that Take and Steal do not use Read-After-Write synchronization patterns
(it is clear that Put is fence-free). The reason is that the MaxRegister algorithm in [1] does
not use this synchronization mechanism. Roughly speaking, the algorithm consists of a
binary tree of height O(logm) with an atomic bit in each of its nodes. When a process
wants to perform MaxRead, it reads the bits in a path of the tree from the root to a leaf
and then returns a value, according to the leaf it reached; the next node in the path the
process reads depends on the value of the current node. When a process wants to perform
MaxWrite, it reads the bits in a path from the root to a leaf, which is on function of the
binary representation of the value the process wants to write; then, if the new value is larger
than the current one, in a bottom-up manner, it writes 1 in every node in the path with 0
(for the algorithm to be linearizable, the writes should occur in this order). Thus, we have
that MaxRead consists of a sequence of reads and MaxWrite consists of a sequence of reads
followed by a (possibly empty) sequence of writes. Therefore, Take/Steal of WF-WS-MULT
consists of a sequence of reads followed by a (possibly empty) sequence of writes, and thus
the operation does not use Read-After-Write synchronization patterns.
To prove that WF-WS-MULT is set-linearizible, consider any finite execution E of it.
Since the algorithm is wait-free, there is a finte extension of E in which all its operations are
completed and no new operations starts. Thus, we can assume that there are no pending
operations in E.
First, note that the semantics of MaxWrite implies that there is no pair of non-concurrent
Take/Steal operation that return the same task: if the two operation are not concurrent, then
the first one increments the value of Head (and this value can only increment), and hence
the second cannot read the same tasks from Tasks. Thus, we have:
I Remark 7. If a task that is stored in an entry of Tasks is returned by more than one
Take/Steal operation, then these operations are pairwise concurrent. Thus, two distinct Take
operations of the owner cannot return the same task.
The main observation for the set-linearizability proof is that at any time during the
execution, the state of the object is represented by the tasks in the range Tasks[Head, . . . ,m],
i.e. the sequence of values (in index-ascending order) distinct from ⊥. The set-linearization
SetLin(E) of E is obtained in a very similar way as in the set-linearizability proof of NB-WS-
MULT:
Every Put operations is set-linearized alone (i.e. in a concurrency class containing only
the operation) placed at its write step in E (Line 02).
For every task that is returned by at least one Take/Steal operation, all these operations
are set-linearized in the same concurrency class placed at the first step e in E that
corresponds a write to Head (either Line 06 or 16) among the steps of the operations.
Note that that e occurs between the invocation and response of every operation in the
concurrency class: since the operations return the same task, all of them execute the
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MaxRead steps in Lines 04 or 12 before e, and, by definition, e appears in E before any
other operation executes its step write to Head. Observe that the order in which the
operations in Line 06 are executed is irrelevant.
Every Take operation that returns empty is set-linearized alone, placed at its step in E
corresponding to Head.MaxRead() (Line 04).
Every Steal operation that returns empty is set-linearized alone, placed at its step in E
corresponding to Head.MaxRead() (Line 12).
Every concurrency class of SetLin(E) is placed at a step of E that lies between the
invocation and response of each operation in the concurrency class, which immediately
implies that SetLin(E) respects the partial order <E of E. The argument showing that
SetLin(E) is indeed a set-sequential execution of the work-stealing with multiplicity, is very
similar to that in the set-linearizability proof of NB-WS-MULT, in the proof of Theorem 4.
Then, SetLin(E) is a set-linearization of E, and thereforeWF-WS-MULT is set-linearizable. J
5 Abortable Work-Stealing with Multiplicity
We consider a variation of work-stealing with multiplicity in which a Steal operation can
return abort, which means that there are tasks available but the thief prefers to stop. The
idea of this relaxation is that, in some contexts a thief may prefer to stop and pick another
victim, instead of insisting and maybe being blocked for a long period by its current victim.
The formal set-sequential definition of Abortable Work-Stealing with Multiplicity is the next:
I Definition 8 (Abortable (FIFO) Work-Stealing with Multiplicity). The universe of tasks
that the owner can put is N = {1, 2, . . .}, and the set of states Q is the infinite set of finite
strings N∗. The initial state is the empty string, denoted . In state q, the first element in q
represents the head and the last one the tail. The transitions are the following:
1. ∀q ∈ Q, δ(q,Put(x)) = (q · x, 〈Put(x) : true〉).
2. ∀q ∈ Q, 0 ≤ t ≤ n− 1, x ∈ N, δ(x · q, {Take(),Steal1(), . . . ,Stealt()}) =
(q, {〈Take() : x〉, 〈Steal1() : x〉, . . . , 〈Stealt() : x〉}).
3’. ∀q ∈ Q, 1 ≤ t ≤ n− 1, x ∈ N, δ(x · q, {Steal1(), . . . ,Stealt()}) ={
(q, {〈Steal1() : x〉, . . . , 〈Stealt() : x〉}), (x · q, {〈Steal1() : abort〉, . . . , 〈Stealt() : abort〉})
}
.
4. δ(,Take()) = (, 〈Take() : 〉).
5. δ(,Steal()) = (, 〈Steal() : 〉).
The third case in the definition above includes the case of abort: it is a nondeterministic
transition in which the t concurrent Steal operations return either the task at the head, or
abort without changing the state of the object. Figure 5 depicts an example of a set-sequential
executions of the abortable work-stealing with multiplicity.
Put(x) : true Put(y) : true Take() : x
Steal() : x Steal() : abort
Steal() : abort
Take() : y
Steal() : empty
Owner
Thief1
Thief2
Figure 5 A set-sequential execution of abortable work-stealing with multiplicity.
A modification of the Steal operation of NB-WS-MULT leads to an algorithm with a wait-
free Steal operation that may return abort; operations Put and Take remains the same. The
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modified Steal appears in Figure 6; Lines 01 to 17 are the same as in Steal of NB-WS-MULT.
The difference is that a thief now scans Tasks only once, and if it detects that it cannot
return empty, instead of starting over, it reads one or two more entries of Tasks (Lines 18
to 29), and if it was able to get a task, then if returns empty or abort (Lines 30 and 37). 4
We call this algorithm ABRT-WS-MULT.
Operation Steal():
(01) {head← max{head,Head.Read()}, tail← Tail.Read()}
(02) x← >
(03) while head ≤ tail do
(04) x← Tasks[head].Read()
(05) if x 6= ⊥ and x 6= > then
(06) Tasks[head].Write(>)
(07) head← head+ 1
(08) Head.Write(head)
(09) return x
(10) end if
(11) head← head+ 1
(12) end while
(13) tail′ ← Tail.Read()
(14) if tail = tail′ and x = > then
(15) Head.Write(head)
(16) return empty
(17) else
(18) if tail 6= tail′ then tail′ ← tail + 1 end if
(19) head← tail
(20) while head ≤ tail′ do
(21) x← Tasks[head].Read()
(22) if x 6= ⊥ and x 6= > then
(23) Tasks[head].Write(>)
(24) head← head+ 1
(25) Head.Write(head)
(26) return x
(27) end if
(28) head← head+ 1
(29) end while
(30) if x = ⊥ then
(31) head← head− 1
(32) Head.Write(head)
(33) return empty
(34) else %% x is necessarily equal to >
(35) Head.Write(head)
(36) return abort
(37) end if
(38) end if
end Steal
Figure 6 ABRT-WS-MULT: a set-linearizable algorithm for abortable work-stealing with multipli-
city. Put and Take are the same as in NB-WS-MULT.
I Theorem 9. ABRT-WS-MULT is a Read/Write set-sequential algorithm for abortable
work-stealing with multiplicity, whose operations are wait-free. Moreover, Put and Take are
fence-free and Steal does not use Read-After-Write synchronization patterns.
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 4. First, it is easy to see that all
operations are wait-free. To prove that the algorithm is set-linearizable, consider any
execution of ABRT-WS-MULT with no pending operation. We obtain a set-linearization
SetLin(E) of E as follows:
Every Put operations is set-linearized alone (i.e. in a concurrency class containing only
the operation) placed at its last step in E, among its only two steps (Line 02 of Take in
Figure 3).
4 The algorithm is still correct if the thief scans Tasks a bounded number of times and then decides what
to return after one or two more reads.
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For every task that is stored in Tasks[head] and is returned by at least one Take/Steal
operation, all these operations are set-linearized in the same concurrency class placed at
the first step e in E that corresponds to Tasks[head].Write(>) among the steps of the
operations (Line 09 of Take in Figure 3, or Lines 06 or 23 of Steal in Figure 6).
Every Take operation that returns empty is set-linearized alone, placed at its step in E
corresponding to Head.Write(head) (Line 15 of Take in Figure 3).
For every Steal operation that returns empty, we have two cases. If the operation returns
in Line 16 (of Figure 6), it is set-linearized alone, placed at its step in E corresponding
to its second read to Tail (Line 13 of Figure 6); if the operation returns in Line 33 (of
Figure 6), it is set-linearized alone, placed at its step in E corresponding to its last read
to an entry of Tasks (Line 21 of Figure 6).
Every Steal operation that returns abort is set-linearized alone, placed at a step of a
concurrent Put operation; the specific step is defined below and lies between the invocation
and response of the Steal operation.
The proof of Theorem 4 argues that (1) SetLin(E) respects the partial order <E of E, (2)
the tasks in SetLin(E) are inserted/extracted in FIFO order, and (3) the set-linearizations of
Take operations returning empty and Steal operations returning empty in Line 16 (of Figure 6)
are correct.
Thus, consider a Steal operation op that returns empty in Line 33 (of Figure 6). Let e be
the step of E corresponding to last read of op in Line 21; op is set-linearized at step e. We
identify two subcases:
1. Suppose that op reads the same value from Tail in Lines 01 and 13; let t be that value.
Thus, it must be that op reads ⊥ from Tasks[t] in Line 04 (in the last iteration of the
loop). We have that op agains read ⊥ from Tasks[t] in step e. Note that this happens
because there is a concurrent Put operation that first increments Tail and is about to
store its task in Tasks[t]. Thus, right after e, Tail contains t. Since op scans the entries
of Tasks up to Tasks[t] and it is not able to get a task, we have that there are no tasks
in Tasks[1, . . . , Tail] right after e.
2. Suppose now that op reads distinct value from Tail in Lines 01 and 13; let t be the
value that it reads in Lines 01. Then, op reads ⊥ from Tasks[t+ 1] in step e in the last
iteration of the loop, and in the first iteration it reads > from Tasks[t]. This can happen
only if there is a concurrent Put operation that first increments Tail and is about to
store its task in Tasks[t+ 1], and hence Tail contains t+ 1 right after e. Since op scans
Tasks up to Tasks[t] in the first loop (Lines 03 to 12), we have that there are no tasks
in Tasks[1, . . . , Tail] right after e.
Now, consider a Steal operation op that returns abort. We show that there is a concurrent
Put operation whose last step e lies between the invocation and response of Steal. Thus,
there is at least one task in Tasks[1, . . . , Tail] right after e is executed. The Put operation
is set-linearized at e (by definition of SetLin(E)); we set-linearize op right after e. Let t be
the value that op reads from Tail in Line 01. Thus, Tasks[t] is the entry that op reads in
Line 04 in the last iteration of the loop. We consider the next two subcases:
1. op reads ⊥ from Tasks[t] in Line 04. Note that op must read > from Tasks[t] in Line 21,
in the first iteration of the loop: if not, then op would read t from Tail in Line 13 (as the
owner would be in the middle of a Put operation) and then op would execute a single
iteration in the loop in Line 19, hence returning empty, which is a contradiction. Thus,
the last step e of the Put operation that stores its task in Tasks[t] lies between the step of
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op that reads ⊥ from Tasks[t] in Line 04, and the step of op that reads > from Tasks[t]
in Line 21.
2. op reads > from Tasks[t] in Line 04. Then, it must be that op reads a value greater than
t in Line 13 (if not, op would return empty in Line 16), and hence op reads Tasks[t] and
Tasks[t+ 1] in Line 21 in the two iterations of the loop in Line 20. Moreover, op must
read > from Tasks[t+ 1] (if not, op would return empty in Line 33). Therefore, the last
step e of the Put operation that stores its task in Tasks[t+ 1] lies between the step of op
that reads Tail in Line 01, and the step of op that reads > from Tasks[t+ 1] in Line 21.
Observe that there may be several Steal operations returning abort that are set-linearized
right after the same step in E. In that case, we order all of them respecting the partial
order <E of E, namely, if two of the operations are concurrent, their order does not matter,
otherwise, it is set-linearized first the one that precedes the other, according to <E .
We conclude that SetLin(E) is a set-sequential linearization of E, and then ABRT-WS-
MULT is set-linearizable.
J
6 Work-Stealing with Non-Concurrent Multiplicity
In this section, we consider a second variant or work-stealing with multiplicity in which it is
required that every task is extracted at least once, but now every process extracts a task
at most once, hence Take/Steal operations returning the same task may not be concurrent.
Therefore, the relaxation retains the property that the number of operations that can extract
the same task is at most the number of processes in the system. We call this relaxation
work-stealing with non-concurrent multiplicity. In the formal sequential specification of the
relaxation, each thief has a unique ID in the range {1, . . . , n− 1} and each of its invocations
to Steal is subscripted with its ID.
I Definition 10 ((FIFO) Work-Stealing with Non-Concurrent Multiplicity). The universe of
tasks that the owner can put is N = {1, 2, . . .}, and the set of states Q is the infinite set of
n-vectors of finite strings N∗ × . . .×N∗, with the property that for any two pairs of strings
in a vector, one of them is a suffix of the other. The initial state is the vector with empty
strings (, . . . , ). The transitions are the following:
1. ∀(q, t1, . . . , tn−1) ∈ Q, δ((q, t1, . . . , tn−1),Put(x)) =
((q · x, t1 · x, . . . , tn−1 · x), 〈Put(x) : true〉).
2. ∀(q, t1, . . . , tn−1) ∈ Q such that q = x1 · · ·xs · q′ with s ≥ 1 and xs · q′ being the
shortest string in the state (possibly with xs · q′ being ), δ((q, t1, . . . , tn−1),Take()) ={
((q̂, t1, . . . , tn−1), 〈Take() : xj〉)|j ∈ {1, . . . , s} ∧ q̂ = xj+1 · · ·xs · q′
}
.
3. ∀(q, t1, . . . , tn−1) ∈ Q such that ti = x1 · · ·xs · q′ with s ≥ 1 and xs · q′ being the
shortest string in the state (possibly with xs · q′ being ), δ((q, t1, . . . , tn−1),Steali()) ={
((q, t1, . . . , t̂i, . . . , tn−1), 〈Steali() : xj〉)|j ∈ {1, . . . , s} ∧ t̂i = xj+1 · · ·xs · q′
}
.
Observe that the second and third items in the definition above correspond to non-
deterministic transitions in which a Take/Steal operation can extract any of the tasks xj ’s.
These items also include the case where the returned value is empty. Furthermore, the
definition guarantees that every task is extracted at least once because every Take/Steal
operation can only return a task that is not “beyond” the second task in the shortest string
in any given state. Figure 7 shows an example of a sequential execution of Work-Stealing
with Non-Concurrent Multiplicity.
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Put(x) : true Put(y) : true
Steal() : x
Take() : empty
Owner
Thief1
Thief2
Steal() : y
Steal() : y
Figure 7 A sequential execution of work-stealing with non-concurrent multiplicity.
Algorithm WS-NC-MULT in Figure 8 is a very simple modification of WF-WS-MULT
where Head is manipulated with Read/Write instructions instead of MaxRead/MaxWrite. To
prevent that a process extracts more than once the same task, it records in a local persistent
variable head the largest value of Head it has seen so far. Thus, when a process reads Head
(Lines 04 or 12), it keeps the maximum among that value and the current value of head. The
tail of the queue is only known by the owner and is stored in its local persistent variable tail.
Differently from WF-WS-MULT, the array Tasks in WS-NC-MULT is of infinite length.
I Theorem 11. WS-NC-MULT is a linearizable Read/Write algorithm for work-stealing with
non-concurrent multiplicity, whose operations are bounded wait-free with O(1) step complexity.
Moreover, the algorithm is fully fence-free.
Proof. Clearly, all operations of the algorithm are bounded wait-free and each of them
executes a constant number of steps to terminate. Furthermore, the algorithm does not
require any specific ordering among its steps, beyond what is implied by data dependence,
therefore it is fully fence-free.
Consider any finite execution E of it. Since the algorithm is wait-free, there is a finte
extension of E in which all its operations are completed and no new operations starts. Thus,
we can assume that there are no pending operations in E.
Proving that E is linearizable is quite straightforward. It is enough to observe that, at
any step of E, the state of the objects is encoded by a vector of strings with each string
corresponding to the finite sequence of tasks the range Tasks[h, . . .] (i.e. the sequence of
non-⊥ values in index-ascending order), where h is the value in the local variable head of a
process. Thus, in a linearization Lin(E) of E, a Put operation is linearized at its write step
(Line 02), while a Take/Steal operation is linearized at its read of Head (Lines 04 or 12).
Observe that the nondeterministic choice in a transition with a Take/Steal operation is
resolved in Lines 04 or 12 when a value to head is set.
Therefore, we conclude that every execution of WS-NC-MULT is linearizable, and thus
the algorithm is linearizable too. J
7 Bounding the Multiplicity
Here we discuss simple variants of our algorithms that bound the number of operations that
can extract the same task. More in detail, with the addition of a single Swap instruction
in Steal, the modified algorithms guarantee that no two distinct Steal operations take the
same task (however, a Take and a Steal can take the same task). We only discuss the case
of NB-WS-MULT and WF-WS-MULT as ABRT-WS-MULT and WS-NC-MULT are similarly
modified.
For NB-WS-MULT, the modification consists of replacing Line 23 with Tasks[head].Swap(>),
and the thief executes Lines 24 to 26 only if the Swap successfully takes the tasks in
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Shared Variables:
Head : atomic Read/Write object initialized to 1
Tasks[1, 2, . . .] : array of atomic Read/Write objects initialized to ⊥
Persistent Local Variables of the Owner:
head← 1
tail← 0
Persistent Local Variables of a Thief:
head← 1
Operation Put(x):
(01) tail← tail + 1
(02) Tasks[tail].Write(x)
(03) return true
end Put
Operation Take():
(04) head← max{head,Head.Read()}
(05) if head ≤ tail then
(06) {x← Tasks[head].Read(), Head.Write(head+ 1)}
(07) head← head+ 1
(08) return x
(09) else
(10) return empty
(11) end if
end Take
Operation Steal():
(12) head← max{head,Head.Read()}
(13) x← Tasks[head].Read()
(14) if x 6= ⊥ then
(15) head← head+ 1
(16) Head.Write(head)
(17) return x
(18) else
(19) return empty
(20) end if
end Steal
Figure 8 WS-NC-MULT: a linearizable algorithm for work-stealing with non-concurrent multipli-
city.
Tasks[head], namely, it gets a non-> value; otherwise it increments head and continues to
the next iteration of the loop. Recall that Swap atomically stores its input and returns the
current value. Note that, in the modified algorithm, two distinct Steal operations cannot get
the same tasks because at most one of them successfully gets the task in an entry of Tasks.
Thus, a task is extracted by at most one Steal operation and one Take operation.
The set-linearization proof of the modified algorithm is nearly the same, the only difference
is that for every task that is stored in Tasks[r] and is returned by one or two Take/Steal
operations, the operations are set-linearized in the same concurrency class placed at the first
step e in E that removes the task from Tasks, i.e., either Tasks[r].Write(>) (in the case of
Take) or Tasks[r].Swap(>) (in the case of Steal).
For WF-WS-MULT, the modification consists of having an array A of the same length of
Tasks, with each entry initialized to true. After Line 14, a thief performs A[head].Swap(false),
and it executes Lines 15 to 17 only if the Swap successfully takes the true value in A[head];
otherwise, it increments head and goes to Line 12 to start over. Therefore, Steal is only
nonblocking in the modified algorithm.
The set-linearization proof of the new algorithm is almost the same, with the difference
that for every task that is stored in Tasks[r] and is returned by one or two Take/Steal
operations, the operations are set-linearized in the same concurrency class placed at the first
step e in E that executes Head.MaxWrite(head+ 1) (in case of Take) or A[r].Swap(>) (in
the case of Steal).
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Removing the Multiplicity
Take operation of the algorithms can be modified similarly to obtain solutions for (non-
relaxed) work-stealing. The modified Take operations remain fence-free but they are only
nonblocking.
8 Idempotent 6= Multiplicity
Idempotent work-stealing is (only) informally defined in [18] as: every task is extracted
at least once, instead of exactly once (in some order). Three idempotent work-stealing
algorithms are presented in [18], inserting/extracting tasks in FIFO and LIFO order, and as
a double-ended queue (the owner puts in and takes from one side and the thieves steal from
the other side).
Here we explain that these algorithms does not implement work-stealing with multiplicity,
neither its non-concurrent variant. While in our relaxations every process extracts a task
at most once, and hence the number of distinct operations that extract the same task is
at most the number of processes in the system, in idempotent work-stealing a task can be
extracted an unbounded number of times, and moreover, a thief can extract the same task
an unbounded number of times.
Figure 9 Idempotent FIFO work-stealing [18].
Figure 9 depicts the FIFO idempotent work-stealing algorithm in [18]. The algorithm
stores the tasks in a shared array tasks and shared integers head and tail indicate the
positions of head and tail in tasks. For every integer z > 0, we describe an execution of
the algorithm in which, for every k ∈ {1, . . . , z}, there is a task that is extracted by Θ(k)
distinct operations (possibly by the same thief), with only one of them being concurrent
with the others.
20 Fully Read/Write Fence-Free Work-Stealing with Multiplicity
1. Let the owner execute alone z times Put. Thus, there are z distinct tasks in tasks
2. Let r = z.
3. The owner executes Take and stops before executing Line 5, i.e it is about to increment
head.
4. In some order, the thieves sequentially execute r Steal operations; note that each of these
operations return the r tasks in tasks[0, . . . , r − 1].
5. We now let the owner increment head. If r > 1, go to step 3 with r decremented by one,
else, end the execution.
Observe that in the execution just described, the task in tasks[i], i ∈ {0, . . . , z − 1}, is
extracted by a Take operation and by i+ 1 distinct non-concurrent Steal operations (possible
by the same thief). Thus, the task is extracted Θ(i+ 1) distinct times. Since z is any positive
integer, we conclude that there is no bound on the number of times a task can be extracted.
A similar argument works for the other two idempotent work-stealing algorithms in [18].
In the end, this happens in all algorithms because tasks are not marked as taken in the
shared array where they are stored. Thus, when the owner takes a task and experience a
delay before updating the head/tail, all concurrent modifications of the head/tail performed
by the thieves are overwritten once the owner completes its operation, hence leaving all taken
tasks ready to be taken again.
9 Final Discussion
We have studied three versions of work-stealing with multiplicity in which a task can be
extracted by several operations but each process extracts at most once the same task.
Four fully Read/Write algorithms for work-stealing with multiplicity have been presented
that insert/extract tasks in FIFO order. All algorithms are devoid of Read-After-Write
synchronization patterns and one of them is fully fence-free. To the best of knowledge, this is
the first time work-stealing algorithms with these properties have been proposed. From the
theoretical perspective of the consensus number hierarchy, we have shown that work-stealing
with multiplicity lays at the lowest level of the hierarchy. It was also explained that a single
Swap instruction can be added to Steal operations so that at most one Steal extracts any
given task.
For future research, it would be interesting to develop algorithms for work-stealing
with multiplicity that insert/extract tasks in orders different from FIFO, and conduct an
experimental evaluation to test our algorithms provide better performance than previous
solutions.
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